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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

■ v'"'';,.!'' „;'iiP^^6bucTioN Ul,L>!''" ., ., '/ -^M'c/'

1. All the studies conducted to date show that the multilateral trade negotiations of the Uruguay Round will

have a positive impact globally on international trade. Available estimates revealed that world trade would grow

by at least US$ 200 billion when Uruguay agreements fully came into effect. On the contrary, as far as the

African continent is concerned, it will suffer losses estimated at $2.6.billion per. year. ....... ;> .

2: ' This study by the ECA secretariat was done in accordance with a resolution of the twelfth session of

the Conference of African Ministers of Trade held in Tunis, Tunisia, frbm,22_to 24 October 1993. .tThe./irst

part deals with the anticipated'impact of the_ Uruguay. Round agreements'on the sectors judged.to'be'the most

important for African economies. The secorid'part of the study proposes various policy measures for helping

African countries to benefit from these agreements to .the maximum.^ (,

II. ANTICIPATED IMPACT OF* THE URUGUAY ROUND AGREEMENTS ON
AFRICAN ECONOMIES

"'' ' A. The significance of market-access decisions' ' tt \. [, r..

3. ' The outcome'of the negotiations on market access has given rise to a certain number of obligations which.

African countries will find difficult to fulfill. In fact, given that the'trade of African countries'is covered by
preferential trade agreements, both within'the framework of the Generalized System o'£ Preference's (GSP), as

well as within the framework of the Lome Convention (with customs duties ranging from 0 to 5 per cent for

most of their exports), the removal of major tariff reductions (as provided.for in the Uruguay Round) will result

in a loss of their trade preferences.: Thus, the offers of reduced'tariffs on the major markets of export interest

to Africa, namely the European Union, Japan and the United States of America, will lead to a lowering of

preferential margins by 28.2, 40.2 and 15.7 per cent respectively.

B. Impact of the agreements oh agriculture , k.. ■

' ' ■ j'j ':' *' ■ 11

1- Tropical-products subsector / ".. . ' , , ', \"'[ " 't,

4. African agricultural exports are dominated by tropical products (to a degree ranging from 50 to 100 per

cent in most of the countries)! However, these products which had to date enjoyed preferential treatment under

the GSP and under the Lome Convention, have seen their preferential margins collapse under the Uruguay.

Round agreements. Available data show reduced preferences in the tropical products subsector on the order of

80 per cent under the GSP and of around 50 per cent under the Lome"Convention.

2. Temperate-products subsector

5. The reduction of export subsidies and of domestic support to agriculture will raise the cost of production

in producer countries. This situation will be reflected in higher world prices for food products.by about 5 per,

cent at least, rising to as muchas 10 per cent force'reals, resulting in a heavierirhport bill for African countries/

most of which are net importers of food products. The draft Final Act of.the^Uruguay Round provided for a

series of measures including the granting of concessional lending facilities from international'financial institutions

to those developing countries that are net importers of food products.
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3. Natural resource-based products subsector

6. Natural resource-based agricultural products are also an important source of export revenue for African

countries. In this subsector, the preferential margin will fall by 60 per cent under the GSP and by 16 per cent

under the Lome Convention.

v'o:l ' C. The Draft Agreement on Textiles and Clothing

7. For the past two decades, trade in textiles and clothing has been governed by the Multi-Fibre Agreement

.(MFA), which according to the calculation of GATT experts, has governed $136 billion in textile exports, that

is, the equivalent of 80 per cent of worldexports of such products in 1990, excluding, domestic trade within the

European Union. For the moment, it is too early to' assess the exact impact of pie textile agreement on African
economies', before the quota'system is dismantled (as stipulated in the draft Final'Act).

D. Impact of agreements relating to safeguards, subsidies and

other mechanisms affecting trade

8. The agreement on safeguards sets forth important general provisions such as the maintenance of the

principle of non-discrimination in the application of safeguards and the prohibition and elimination of "grey-

area" measures. With regard to subsidies, the draft agreement defines a number of fundamental parameters

which are of particular importance for developing countries, especially "prohibited subsidies" and the ban on

subsidies. Furthermore, the terms of agreements relating to technical barriers to trade specify obligations with

which African countries must comply, namely the preparation.and application of technical regulations and of
standardized and reliable assessment procedures.

E. Scope of the agreements on other areas

1., The services trade'-

9. The main provisions of the draft agreement that are of particular importance to developing countries

include, inter alia, (a) Article IV which makes the increased participation of developing countries in world trade

in services, an objective whose achievement should be facilitated through specific negotiated commitments; (b)

Article XIX on the negotiation of specific obligations!

2. Trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights (TRJPs)

10. The draft agreement on TRIPs sets out detailed arrangements relating to all areas of intellectual property

rights and implies international Harmonization of the standards for protecting intellectual property for all-

countries, whatever their level of development. Thus, African countries will face the same obligations as will
developed countries.

3. Trade-related investment measures (TRIMs)

11. The draft agreement provides for a number of obligations relating to TRTMs including:

(a) Prohibited TRIMs (Article 2 of the draft agreement); and
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(b) Notification and transitional arrangements (Article 5 of the draft agreement).

F. Impact of the creation of the World Trading Organization (WTO)

12. The creation of the World Trading Organization (WTO) is a weighty challenge to African countries.

Indeed, in addition to many obligations having to do with regulations emanating from the Tokyo Round of

negotiations and from the Uruguay agreements, these countries should conform to the off-putting conditions of

membership in the multilateral institutions. Those conditions may be summarized as follows:

(a) Countries should be contracting parties to the General Agreement of 1947;

(b) Countries should accept the three basic agreements of the WTO;

(c) Countries should make specific concessions regarding market access.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

13. It would seem that in the short term, the Uruguay Round agreements will have a negative impact on

African economies, at any rate, in certain specific sectors that are of particular importance to African countries.

In order to minimize the adverse impact on its economy, each African country should individually conduct an

assessment of the anticipated impact of the Uruguay Round agreements on its economy. To be meaningful, this

exercise should be done by product and sector by sector. Some African countries, such as Nigeria and Egypt,

are in the process of carrying out such assessments but the vast majority of African countries have yet to do so.

14. It is also advisable that African countries should explore all other possibilities which would counter the

adverse effects of the Uruguay Round agreements on their economies. The Lome Convention, for example,

allows for amendments of its relevant provisions, in the event of multilateral trade negotiations within GATT,

or of measures relating to general trade liberalization, v/hich would lead to the loss of competitiveness of ACP

agricultural products on the single European market, as can be seen in Annex 27 and 29 of the IV Lome

Convention.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The Declaration of Punta del Este, Uruguay, adopted in September11986 launched the process of the

most complex, protracted and difficult negotiations in multilateral trading history. For more than seven years,

the contracting parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), regularly met to fashion a new

multilateral framework that would govern multilateral trade relations.' "Because such'relations had become very

harrow, it appeared hecessa'ry toiay'down'more detailed rules and procedures covering'a broader scope in order

to control trade and reduce commercial risks. . .: •

2. ' ■ Iri'adopting* the new multilateral trading framework on 15 December' 1993 j'representatives of most coun

tries on earth have yvist met a dual challenge:' first of all,'because^the framework for the*first'time and

-encompasses a number of key sectors which had to'date remained Outside of GATT'rules and discipline and

'secondly because the new agreement came at a time when the world's multilateral trading system was losing

'ground: This fact which paradoxically evokes the situation prevailing irv the' 1920s and-1930s before the estab

lishment of'GATT, is illustrated by the current proliferation ofregiohal^and subregional trading arrangements1

as well as the emergence of increasingly frequent tra.Tie*disputes"among countries.2-1' ■ ■" ■ . ' '■<■■

3.J-. All-the studies conducted to date show that the multilateral trade'negotiations of the Uruguay-Round will

have a positive impact globally on international trade. A joint-study conducted "bythe'Organization;for

Economic Cooperation and Developmentr(OEGD) and the World Bank shows that world trade will grow by at

least'$USJ200'billion annually when the Uruguay agreements come fully into effect.3- By multiplier effect, such

growth will increase with time. '•"" :'*■-"■ '<•> ■ i r - - _*

4. Regarding the effects'of such growth^bn various-economies iirdifferent'parts of the world, substantial

disparities will be felt according to the available forecasts. The'developed countries are expected to receive for

70 per cent of the windfall from such growth (some $140 billion), although numerically, they account for only

'one fifth of the contracting "parties' of GATT.' The developing countries-which'account for 80 per cent of trie

GATT-contracting parties' will find^emselves'with the 30 per-'cent'remainingCsbmeSTO-billioh). " ' *:-.-

5. It would seem logical to maintain that those developing countries which are strongest economically and

which have'the infrastructure and'institutional systems capable of fully exploiting the'market openings; and other

aspects of these agreements stand' to benefit thelmost. * Most of those'countries are'iri-Asia,-and-to"acertaih

extent, in Latin America. Accordingly, it is pyp^^^hat 1^ P'l^flf ttlp_^n percent windfall for the developing

countries will go to China alone while 11 per cent goes to other Asian countries and three per cent to the Latin

•'•' i. ...... ... ,. ■■ ■ ■ - - - -I '.'I -111 . r . I I ' (l ■ . "'.

''■■ "' ' Mention<can be made,'in this regard, of the;creation of major markets within the European Union, the

■■North American-Free Trade Area (NAFTA) as weir as-the Association of SouthrEast Asian Nations: 'ASEAN):.

2 The current trade dispute between the United States of America and Japan fully illustrates this trend.

.'-/.-.■< .■<■- :' •• .-" ■ ■"': -. ..: ,.-...._■■■ . _.-" -, ■• ■ '• ■ ■,..

3 Ian Goldin, Odin Knudsen and D. van der'Mensbrugghe;—"Trade liberalization: Global economic

implications'", a study jointly-undertaken byOECD and the WorldBankvParis, September 1993 :and quoted by

•Peter Madden and- John Madeley in "WinnersJand losers:""The?impact of the.GATT -Uruguay Round on

developing countries", in Christian Aid. 9 December 1993 issue: "" •■ •* •■ ■- • •' - . \ ■... r
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American countries. Africa (excluding Egypt and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) will, on the contrary, be

incurring.losses estimated at $2.6 billion per year.4 ■■ , . \ y

6. From the foregoing, the question naturally arises, as to what extent Africa could benefit from the

^Uruguay Round agreements. To answer this, the current study will describe the probable impact of the Uruguay

agreements on some sectors considered strategic in African economies. This .would give some idea of the over

all impact on African economies as a whole. - - -

7. This preliminary analysis of ECA secretariat addresses two issues: First it provides some assistance to

African countries in making their own evaluation of the probable impact of the Uruguay.agreements on their

economies and, secondly, it both informs them and draws their attention,to the possibilities of negotiation still

•open to them in certain areas under the new multilateral trading framework. • This study also comes pursuant

to the resolution of the twelfth section of the Conference of .African Ministers of-Trade held from 22 to 24

October 1993 in Tunis, Tunisia, inviting the ECA secretariat to assist.its memberStates to cope with their needs

of the post-Uruguay Round period.3 • ■ ■ - .

■8.. In the first part, this study will present a preliminary evaluation:of the possible impact of the Uruguay

agreements on African economies. In the second part, it will propose some .policy measures that will help

African countries to derive the maximum benefit from these [agreements. Most of the content p$ the current

■study has been taken from the evaluation.of the impact of the proposed Uruguay R.ound.agreements on African

countries prepared under the UNCTAD/UNDP African MTN Project (RAF/87/157).

II. ANTICIPATED IMPACT OF THE URUGUAY ROUND AGREEMENTS ON

.AFRICAN ECONOMIES ^.

9. It should be noted from the outset that a detailed analysis of the anticipatedimpaci of the Uruguay Round

agreements on African countries'cannot be conducted before.the agreements are-finalized.6 .What is described

in this part is a tentative evaluation based on information available to date.

10. The areas of negotiation covered in this study are those considered most .important to African economies.

They are market access, agriculture, textile and clothing, safeguards, subsidies aiid other trade related measures,

new areas and the creation of the world trading organization.,..- . '>•■.•:,■ .-...-

4Ibid. It is important to note that these facts are indicative only since the study took into account only-the

quantifiable elements of the Uruguay agreements. The impact of certain sectors of negotiationtsuch as the new

areas or certain factors such as the strengthening of .GATT discipline, .confidence-inspired by the new, system

and new market openings were not taken into account in the study.

5 Annex II of the Report of the twelfth session of the Conference of African Ministers of Trade.

... ■ , - .. f-v '' ■ ■ .'.■■ <;;

6 Nothing is known, for instance,.about the contentof trie-Ministerial Declaration which will.be attached

to the Final Act, nor the scope of the market openings which will only become known when the Final Act is

signed at Marrakesh, Morocco in April 1994. • ' • -■' * MA • l. . ■:'*)■■";.
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A. Scope of decisions concerning market access ■ * •

11. The possibilities of expanding the export, markets of African products following the new agreements will

depend on the manner in which trade liberalization measures are implemented. It is, however, important to note

that the concessions and various arrangements made in the context of negotiations on market access focus essen

tially on those sectors of interest to the developed countries. For example, the offer of tariff harmonization and

tariff reduction under the quadrilateral Tokyo Agreement on market access7 onJy covered non-agricultural pro

ducts (including pharmaceutical, construction machinery, medical equipment, furniture arid furnishings, alcohol,

etc.).

12. Furthermore, at a time when African countries are embarking on expensive programmes of structural

reform and adjustment with ambitious plans for the liberalization of trade, their exports continue to suffer from

a degree of discrimination when entering the markets of the industrialized countries.

13. This preliminary analysis of the possible impact of the Uruguay Round agreements on African countries

with specific reference to market access is based on the market access offers available around November 1993.

Some information on new openings will be available at the signing of the Final Act at Marrakesh in April 1994.

It appears logical, at any rate, that the outcome of negotiations on market access will give rise to a number of

obligations with which African countries will find if difficult to comply.

14. On the one hand, given the fact that the trade of African countries is handled under preferential arrange

ments both within, the framework of the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) as well as in the framework

of the Lome Convention (with customs duties ranging from 0- to 5 'per cent for most of their exports), the

removal or major reduction of tariffs (as provided for in the Uruguay Round) will result in a loss of their trade

preferences. This will lead to a loss of competitiveness because of the loss of market share for countries which

depend on a limited number of export products. Thus, the proposed tariff reductions on the major markets of

export interest to Africa, namely the European Union, Japan and the United States of America will lead to a

lowering of preferential margins by 28.2, 40.2 and 15.7 per cent respectively.8

15. With regard to the preferential treatment enjoyed by African countries members of the ACP Group under

the Lome Convention, the available data show an expected erosion of preferential margins by as much as 100

per cent for coffee and coffee by-products and cocoa; 50 per cent for phosphoric acid; more than 30 per cent

for petroleum by-products, Crustacea and leather; and more than 20J per cent for tobacco.9 With trade

liberalization, African countries will find themselves facing greater competition from Asian and Latin American

1 During their meeting in Tokyo from 7 to 9 July-1993, the leaders1.of,the Group of Seven most

industrialized countries and representatives of the European Community reaffirmed their willingness to conclude

with all their trading partners a comprehensive and balanced agreement before the end of 1993. Along with that,

the United States of America,'the European Community, Japan and;Canada concluded on 7 July 1993 a

quadrilateral agreement on market access which was immensely useful to the successful outcome of the Uruguay

negotiations. - * . ,

8 Evaluation of the impact of the Draft Uruguay Round Agreements on African countries, prepared by

the UNCTAD/UNDP project of technical assistance to developing countries for multilateral trade negotiations

(MTN), "UNCTAD/UNDP African MTN project (RAF/87/I57)\ December 1993.

9 Ibid. - ' ■
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countries. It so happens thai few of them will be in a position to expand their market share. The result will

be a substantial loss of customs revenue.

16 Measures have been taken to address this problem which is real but whose effects are difficult to

quantify ■" .Looking at the Uruguay Round agreements, the. least developed countries will benefit from more

flexible rides in matters of export subsidies and a longer time in which to lower customs and other tariff
barriers. "While these are certainly advantageous, they will not really benefit those African countries which fail

to diversify their exports.

B. Impact on agriculture

17 The draft agreement on agriculture defines the framework for pursuing negotiations aimed at liberalizing
trade in agricultural products (in accordance with the Punta del Este terms of reference). It seeks, among other
things, to establish rules that will govern market access, export competition, health and phytosamtary controls.

18 Most African countries are highly dependent on the agricultural sector which accounts for a large
percentage of GDP and" export revenue. In theory, the advantages of global trade liberalization could be reaped
immediately by ihese countries (with the prices of agricultural products rising and encouraging those countries
that can produce more to do so). Given the precarious economic situation and the narrowness of their produc
tion base, however, it is not obvious that African countries will benefit in the short term from multilateral trade

liberalization of agricultural products.

19 Reforms in agricultural product trading will have an impact on three agricultural subsectors of major
importance to African countries. These are the tropical products subsector, the temperate products subsector

and natural resource-based products subsector.

1. Tropical products

20 Africa:s agricultural exports are dominated by tropical products (to a degree ranging from 50 to 100 per
cent in most of the countries). These products which had to date enjoyed preferential treatment under the GSP
and the Lome Convention have seen their preferential margins collapse under the Uruguay Round agreements.
For such exports of major importance as coffee and cocoa, the proposed European Community tariff reduction
will lead to the removal of the preferential treatment enjoyed by these products. This will be reflected m a
significant decline of the export revenue of the African countries since the bulk of their foreign trade is with

Europe.

21 Table 1 identifies the benefits that Asian and Latin America coffee producers will enjoy from the pro
posed European Community tariff reduction as compared to the losses that African producers members of the
ACP Group will incur. The same trends apply to cocoa, although to a lesser degree. Because these products
feature among the major exports of African countries, it is clear that those countries, being the weaker trading
partners will be the big losers under the arrangement (in the short term at any rate10). It is expected mat the
reduction of preferences in this subsector of tropical products would be about SO per cent of the margins under

the GSP and about 50 per cent under the Lome Convention.

50 It might as well be acknowledged that African countries did not really benefit from the preferential

margins offered them under the various preferential arrangements. This could have been due to a number of

factors, including their low export capacity.
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2. The sector of temperate products ' '

22. In the same way as tropical products dominate African expqrts';-'those"sarrie^icburitries depend on

temperate products to cover tneir food import needs'(see'table 2): Temperate products-include such basic foodi

stuffs as cereals, dairy products,.meat'and'edible oils,' ' ";" ' '''''''' ' _ "''"'' ' :"J *\" /1";''. '' . ;:''

23. The reduction of export.subsidies ana* domestic support to agriculture will raise rifie cost'of production

in the producing countries. This situation will be reflected in increased world prices 'fo'rfobtfpraiucts-by about
5 per centat least1.1 rising to as much.as 10 per cent for cereals.12 The^ result would be a heavier import bill

for African countries most of which are net importers' of food products. Furthermore,-given"the'narrowness of

their, production base] the .steady decline of export earnings, the "high level of external 'indebtedness1 and other
financial constraints having to. do with the low level of investment and the dwindling of development assistance,

African countries will find it difficult to achieve food security. ■*--'■ '■ '* '"'/.''' ' ''' ''"' ., '

24. .. Salvation might probably come from an annex to the Final. Ac.t of the Uruguay Round which provides

for a series of measures including the granting to those developing countries"'tHat are net importers of food pro

ducts of concessional lending facilities of the IDA type' frorn international ^financial' institutions. This niight^at

least reduce the financial cost of imports and, ultimately, their final cost. Furthermore, net importers of food

products have submitted a number of proposals within the context of the-Urugiiay'Rouhd.13- These "proposals

aimed at cushioning the impact of food price hikes and at the same time reviving agricultural production include:

(a) the institution of mechanisms which make it'possible to.measure and cushion the' impact^of the rise in fobd

import prices; (b) the improvement of market access to products originating from countries that are"net fc)bd

importers; (c) providing a degree of flexibility in the.implernentation of structural adjustment programmes, 'parti:

cularly making for greater investment in thefopd products subsector; and (d) making financial arrangements that

would enable all these proposals to be implemented. " ' ' ' L'K -i":-:'- ■'■''

3. Natural resource-based products'"" ,

25., Natural resource-based agricultural products are also ah importance source of export revenuefor African

countries. The data in table 3 show that two categories of natural resource-based agricultural products (namely-

fishery and forestry products) occupy an important place in the sector. ' ," .''"'' ~ '"

26. In addition, more than half of.the number of African countries derive upwards of 50 per cent of their

export revenue from natural resource-based"mineral products,- "These a're'metals and non-ferrous minerals,

petroleum, natural gas, coal, uranium, petrochemicals, iron arid steel arid fertilizers. In this subsector, the pre

ferential margin will fall by 60 per cent under the GSP.and 16 per cent under the Lome Convention.

11 Estimate by GATT secretariat.

12 Daphne S. Taylor, "Implications of the Uruguay Round for Food Aid" in Food Policy, vol. 17, No. 1,

February 1992., ^, . . ■ ^ . ,n y. - ^,.._ v . .t .

13 Peter Madden and John Madeley, "Winners and losers: The impact of the GATT- Uruguay Round on

developing countries" in Christian.Aid. December 1993. . ... . , .
r ° ~ '■ ■ ■ -' *•*'}' :...:'■ ". 'i'"l' K.iji "■■• Xi\'y

14 This sector includes both agricultural and non-agricultural products. ^-w* --^ -"-•^■r. qj-, .sr,
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C. The Draft Agreement on Textiles and Clothing

27. t For two decades, trade in textiles and clothing has, been governed by the Multi-Fibre Agreement ,(MFA).

This Agreement was concluded in 1974 to.give the textile industries of the industrialized countries the time they
needed to withstand competition from low wage countries which were beginning to penetrate the international'

market. The MFA sets export quotas by country and by product. According to the calculation of GATT

experts, this Agreement has governed trade in $136 billion of textile exports or 80 per cent of world exports

of such products in 1990 excluding domestic trade within the European Union.13

28. ■ The set objectives of the MFA are to regulate temporarily trade in textiles, promote trade adjustment

in this sector and make for. general liberalization over the long term! In practice, the MFA has rather tended

to restrict trade in textiles since it has discriminated against the exports of developing countries to the indus

trialized countries by way of the quota system on the one hand and the restrictive practices applied by the indus

trialized countries to imports from developing countries on the other.

29. The data in table 4 provide indications of the share of textile exports-'affected by the quota system of

the MFA. For an African country.iike Mauritius whose share of textiles out of total exports is about 43.6 per

cent, it has been observed that 17.5 per cent of the share of textiles in the total exports of the country were

affected by the Multi:Fibre Agreement.

30. . The Uruguay Round Agreement on Textiles will upset the deal by way of complete dismantling of the

quota system. The dismantling exercise is planned to be effected in stages over ten years. Countries party to

the MFA will initially do away with quotas affecting 16 per cent of the total volume of their exports as of 1

January 1995. The second stage of 17 per cent will be effected as of 1 January 1998 and the third'stage of 18
per cent effected as of 1 January 2002. Three years later, all quota restriction should have disappeared.16

31. The removal of quota and other restrictions applied outside of the MFA will considerably change textile

trade flows and perhaps enable African exporters of textiles and clothing to expand their market share. For the

moment, before the quota system is dismantled, it is too early to assess the exact impact on African economies.

Moreover, the institution of a transitional safeguard mechanism to protect industrialized countries from serious

market turbulence and the establishment of a textiles trade monitoring mechanism whose effectiveness has yet

to be proven show that African developing countries are getting a raw deal.

D. Impact of agreements relating to safeguards, subsidies

and other mechanisms affecting trade " . .

32. During the Tokyo negotiations/attempts to reach agreement on more reliable and more equitable rules

applying to article XIX of the General Agreement fell through. The conclusion of the General Agreement on

Safeguards under the Uruguay Round will be an essential factor for strengthening the international trading

system, particularly for such weaker trading partners as the African countries.

15 See Le Monde of 27 January 1994, article on the annual assembly of GATT and the implementation of

the Uruguay Round. . . •

16 Ibid. The first three stages will apply compulsoriiy to combed and spun articles, clothing materials,

tailored articles and apparel.
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33/-:;: For the developing countries, the. Agreement sets forth.important general provisions, such, as that main:

taining the principle of non-discrimination in the application of safeguard measures and the prohibition and

elimination of grey area measures such as voluntary limitation of exports and controlled trading arrangements.

At the.current;Stage-ofinegotiatipnSi)*African countries might-wish>;tp,-.formulate,proposals,which incorporate

elements that protect their interest.

34. With regard to subsidies and compensatory measures, the concern felt both by,.deyeloped countries and

by the developing countries can be ascribed to three main factors:

, jft"(a)i.'ij 'The distortion in world trade flows .caused by government measures to financially support local

uncompetitive.industries; . . ■ _ .;.-.

(b) The ever-growing cost of subsidies in national budget; and ■ .., , ,

(c) The arbitrary and abusive manner in-which remedial measures have been applied to offset foreign

subsidies by way of compensation.

:■■■■- .. i >.j ;r\: lfy~... ■ ■ ,-.■.■■ : . -". ,- . ,A ~*i: . ,..,.,,.

35. With regard to the developing countries, the Draft Agreement defines several basic parameters having,

to do with subsidies:17

(a) Prohibited subsidies regarding those subject to export performance will not apply to the develop

-,■..' ./Li ning country signatories referred to in annex VII of the Agreement;18;

■■.: '.(b). .. The prohibition subsidies will not apply;to ojther..deyelopingvcountries signatory to.GATT for

eight years beginning from the date of entry, into force of the Agreement; - . . ,< ,

(c), ' , In-contrast,, developing countries must conform to certain-disciplines during the transitional

period. Any developing country whose exports of a given product become competitiye.shall remove the export

subsidies enjoyed by that product within a period of two years. For those developing countries referred to in

annex VII and whose exports-of.one.pr-several,products become competitive, the exportsubsidies accorded,to

such products should be-phased, out over ,a period of.e.ight years.19., , - ■ ■ -.

.'T '.

17 For more details, see note of the UNCTAD secretariat on new and emerging issues of particular interest

to developing countries.jp the Uruguay Round negotiations. TD/B/39(2)/CRP.l dated 15 March 1993.

18_ Annex II defines two groups of developing countries: (a) LDCs signatory to the General Agreement

and those which in practice apply the General'Agreement. "IriAfrica, these countries are Benin, Burkina Faso,

Burundi, the Cehtral'Africah Republic.'Chad/'the Gambia, I^sothof Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania;

Mozambique, the Niger, Sierra Leone, the United Republic of Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Zaire and Zambia

together with the following LDCs which in practice apply the GATT, namely Angola, Cape Verde, Equatorial

Guinea, Guinea-Bissau and Sao Tome and Principe; (b) a number of developing countries whose per capita GDP

is being $1,000. In Africa these countries are Cameroon, the Congo, Cdte d'lvoire, Egypt, Ghana, Kenya,

Morocco, Nigeria, Senegal and Zimbabwe. -

.. '■*.= .The exports of a■product, by. a country become, competitive if, for that same product, the exports of the

country concerned account for'atJeast- 3.25 per cent of world.trade in that product for two successive calender

years. ;,-... .-. a ;■■••, ' - ' ' • ' w' . ..
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36.' Furthermore; the terms of the'agreement relating to technical barriers to trade contain two obligation

with which African'countries must comply: • ■'""-. ■"-'"' . ..* ■ . • . .

' (a) ■ Ppreparatibn and application of consistent and workable technical rules-and-regulations;

(b) Establishment of information offices which have up-to-date data and documentation on the

technical rules arid1 regulations'. ' ""< " ■ ''■•■'■ - ■ '•' '■' - ; '' ■

37. The success of negotiations on these various issues will certainly have a considerable impact on the inter

national trading system. It is therefore important, before the final phase of negotiations, to reach agreement on

more transparent arrangements and procedures than he.ve been seen in the past with a view to promoting invest

ments and trade with the developing countries, particularly African countries (the majority of which are among

the least developed in the world). . :

E. Scope of the agreements on other areas

38. The Draft Final Act also includes three draft agreements on new areas of negotiation within the context

o'f the Uruguay Round. ' ■...-' •• -..,•■

1. The services trade

39. The take-off of the services trade during the last 20 years is one characteristic of the world economy

and the inclusion of services in the Uruguay Round of negotiations happens to be one of the most controversial

issues.' Indeed, it has-been observed in recent years that developed countries are strongly tending to specialize

in the services trade since the areas of industrial production are increasingly being moved-out to developing

countries where costs are less and/or environmental pressure more reduced. For the six years that the negotia

tions on services have lasted,'the'developing countries have endeavoured tomaintain the balance between the

various objectives of the Punta del Este Declaration.20 • ' '

40. The draft general agreement on trade in services defines' a multilateral framework of principles and rules

for expanding trade and services under conditions of fairness and-gradual liberalization and as a means of pro

moting the economic growth of all the trading partners. The draft agreement recognizes the particular needs

of developing countries and tries to address them with a view to facilitating their increasing participation in inter

national trade in services. .

41. The main provisions of particular importance to the developing'cbuntries include:'

(a) Article IV which makes the increased "participation of developing countries in world trade and

services, an objective whose achievement should be facilitated through specific negotiated commitments relating

to: ' ..= "*-".■".-. ■

20 The text of the Punta del Este Declaration advocates a balance between the American objectives of

indudmg services in the Uruguay-negotiations and the dual objective of "the"' developing countries which is to

maintain multilateral action on services outside of GATT and to secure recognition of the priority to be given

not only to development objectives but also to the supremacy of national laws and regulations.
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>' > ■- (i) ■ ■ the strengthening of their national capacity to provide services-and the efficiency and

' n *y. ■-■<..■ competitiveness ■ of that sector particularly by granting them access "to" business

•; ■ - technology;- ■ ' • .. • .•■'- -■ ■ ::. v

:L\:-'. . ' . ' - - ■ ' ' . ■ ■ . . ' " ■■; ■ „■• ; ■ <-.. ,?■>.;•; , „.; ■

; ■ :£'J'(ii) the improvement of their access to distribution channels and information networks; and
. j, -rr. -■.■■ . . " . ■ .'' • ■.-.-■■■■ ■■ . m

(iii) the liberalization of market access in the subsectors for modes of supply of interest to

them in their export operations;. ■ ■„• ■ .-31*? '

'(b) **: Article XlXyon the negotiation of specific obligations; states that in accordance with the objec

tives of the present Uruguay Round agreements, member States shall embark upon a series of successive negotia

tions which will begin at the latest five years from the date of the entry into force of the agreement establishing

the world trading "organization. Those negotiations will focus on reducing or eliminating;the adverse impact of

certain measures on trade in services with a view to granting effective market access.21J'- •> " - '.:'■■'- .-'/fL'"''

42." The question-that arises is whether African countries taken individually will be* able to benefit from these

various commitments. This might depend on their ability to secure concessions on" access to distribution

channels and information networks. It will also depend on the conditions whereby they could make use of

technology transferred by-transnational cooperations:thai enjoy trade concessions inAfrica: It "is alsolmportaht

ifor these countries to consider the benefits they-could derive from the options open with regard to the free-move-

-irient of workers. The drastic restriction of immigration to the developed countries-provides, no ground for
optimism in this regard. > ■;. .^,1 ' ■ .-;,tM! v3 :■/ v'w.-tsv '>.-■ .-.-'■ ..

' ; - 2. ^Trade-related aspects of intellectual propertv;rights (TRIPs)-y

43. The lack of effective adequate protection of property rights in certain countries has led to trade tensions

and, in certain cases, coercive measures". For the-first time, TRIPsare being global^negotiated during a GATT

■round of talks:;.After much discussions about the standards and:principles concerning the availability and'use

of TRIPs and on provisions for identifying effective and appropriate means of enforcing TRIPs, the negotiating

group agreed on a draft text incorporated into the Draft Final Act. This text modifies the manner in which the

issue'of* intellectual property had been, treated-to date at the international level.-.In particular, it sets forth

detailed provisions on all the areas of intellectual property rights and calls for international harrhonizatibn of'the

•norms for protectinguhtellectual property in all countries regardless of their level^of development. Nevertheless-,

the text fails to provide special and more favourable treatment for the developing countries except to accord them

a transitional period within which to comply with all the provisions of the agreement on TRIPs. Thus, the LDCs

have 10 years to bring their national legislation into line with the agreement. For the other developing countries,

the transitional provisions lay down a period of five years'. The proposed text also introduces the principle of

most favoured nation which had until then'not been applied imgranting intellectual property rights. >

45. As far as African countries.are concerned, they will be facing the same obligations binding on developed

countries most of which had entered into such undertakings 20 to 30 years ago (or fairly recently for certain

industrialized countries in the case of pharmaceuticals and the protection of property rights): Provision has also

been made for exclusive protection to be given to new areas such as programming, the lay out of integrated

circuits and plant varieties.

21 GATT secretariat, Final Act summarizing, the outcome of the multilateral trade negotiations of the
Uruguay Round; 15 December 1993. * • J • ■ ■ ; . - . .;,,.. <\ ,-.- ,k . a '
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f,46. There is no questioning, the.fact that the high cost of technology:and.the lack of resources to develop

and promote patents at the national level will have an impact on trade, flows- and technological advancement in

African countries.22 For this reason, African countries should begin trying to secure.concessions in investment

and technology before the final outcome of negotiati'ons so as to obtain free access to technology at the same

time;as they develop their own technological capabilities. African countries should also take adequate measures

to strengthen their national legislation by way of bringing it into line with the provision of the agreement.

3. Trade-related investment measures■■f.TRIMs.V -,- *■,

47.. TRIMs are another new area provided for under the Uruguay(Round of -.negotiations; Here, the objec-

tivejs to identify the effects, of investment restrictions or distortions;on trade.and ,to propose .remedial .action.

48. Most of the-proposals advanced by the-industrialized countries, simply call for the outright abolition of

TRIMs which have a direct and significant impact.on trade while other TRIMs;having a lesser impact on-trade

should be placed under enhanced GATT discipline. To date, the developing countries have opposed the negotia

tion of an agreement on TRIMs how.everilimited in scope. They .feel that the exigenciesof development neces

sarily, require flexibility ancl. autonomy in the control and orientation of foreign direct investment. .. ,, ., /

■49. , The concerns of the African.countries have, mainly, to-do^with .the .potential effects, of-investment.-in

general and of foreign direct, investment in particular on.their/socio-economic development. = Indeed, while

acknowledging theimportant role that foreign direct investmentican playin their economies as a source techno

logy transfer, they are also aware of the trade distortions that could arise from investment related measures.

50. The provisions-of the draft agreement largely meet theiexgectatipn.of.the African countries which plan

for a number of TRIMs related obligations, including:

. . ■■ ' .-' ■■..■■ i ■ ■; ~ ■■„■ '.■■■■' r..i • \ .. ' '" ..■■'"' ■ '. ■ *■'- •"'

. ■ (a)J(-. M Prohibited TRIMs: Article.2calls"fortheprohibUion'and elimination of any measure which does

not conform to tfie provisions.ofArticle.S/.or .11 of the General'Agreement.on national treatment arid the general

elimination of all restnctions.respectiyely; ..: .-_-. ...? ■•' -.-'; ■ .\..<v,. j . y. . ■ ■-> • ,:»

■ •• .. ?.-■' r ■■■/■' -.-■ n- "'■• -I' •"• •■:''■' ■ -:n-. _ -

(b) Notification and transitional arrangements: 'According to Article, 5, all parties should'declare

within 90 days of the entry into force of.the decision, the TRIMs that do not- conform with the provisions:of this

decision. All the measures, declared should be eliminated over,a given period of time. ,;The;transitional period

for developing countries is five years (seven years for the;LDCs) as compared-to.twcyyears,for.the'developed

countries; ■.■....- , ■ . ■ ■ i. oj ■..••"! ■ ::m. ■ :..*.>.-■.

(c) Transparency:: Article 6-states that.allvparties.should publish official information on.TRJMs

including those applied.by national and regional authorities.on their own territory. , ■• . . '.•-■■'- . .-i

. _E. Impact of the creation of the world trading organization .

51. The Draft Agreement, establishing: the world trading .organization specifies, in Article II;..the- scope.of

action of the institution: .,-.., ■■ , ■.. ... .....,-.; v-v . r ■. ■-/■•!■■■.. .- >/:^:». ■' ■-.; v- - .-..'

22 It is currently estimated that Africa holds as little as 0.1 per cent of internationally patented inventions.
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(a) To serve as a common institutional framework for the conduct of trade relations among its

members;

'(b) The WTO covers such agreements and related legal'instrumentSTeferred.to as multilateral trade,

agreements;

1 ' (c)"- The WTO also covers such agreements and related legal instruments-referred to as plurilateral,

trading agreements; and in'the same^ article stipulates that . ■,...:. < i, . ./»..._ . . .

' (d) The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade referred to as>GATT 1994 is legally,distinct.frpm

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade dated 13 October 1947 with its subsequent changes, amendments,

or modifications referred to as GATT 1947. The Agreement establishing the WTO will therefore also cover

the'current instruments of GATT 1947. - ■ ■ ■' ■■ s ■ :.'-, •-
■VV'

52 the establishment of this new multilateral trading organization; is a weighty.challenge fpr-African counr,

tries Inde&C'in addition to many obligations having to do with.-laws .emanating.from the.Tpkyo..Round of-
negotiations and the Uruguay Round agreement, these countries should conform-to the redundant; conditions of

membership in the multilateral institutions. Those conditions may be summarized as follows:

(a)' Countries should'be contracting parties to "the General Agreement of 1947; ,

"(b)"" •' Countries should accept the three basic:agreements of the WTO, namely: the General Agree-,

ments on Tariffs and Trade of 1993; the General Agreement on Trade in Services; and the Agreement on.Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights; and

(c) 'Countries should have niade specification concessions regarding market access.for.gpods.as well^

as.services]' ' ' * ' ["u'-m ■ ' ' ■' v ' "-°l " " ■-" 4
- . . :-• .■'■ ; ■ . . ■ ■ A •;.■•■■' r .■'(■ .-u •••!-• , s ■ . ,■ ,

53.' ' 'The fear^of being kept from joining the World Trading Organization compelled those African countries
which participated in the negotiations to make concessions'.on various 'aspects of-the negotiations but for such
countries as Algeria, Cape Verde, Equatorial Guinea, Sao Tome & Principe and the^ Seychelles ,which are

negotiating their terms, the WTO membership procedure has been rendered more difficult by the new conditions.

54. The scopeofaction'of WTO has broadened relative to that of the 1947 GATT accord. The institution

should have consequently been strengthened so that it can manage the various agreements and receive, a larger

number of contracting parties. This is a real challenge to the institution and the extent of its success in enforcing

the.provisions of the various Uruguay Round agreements will depend on the degree of trade liberalization and

of its beneficial effects on multilateral trade. ■ .. . . .■ ' . ._• ■ .>,., >,: -. .. .._-

■■■"■■'■'""'!■■-' ■-■;■';,'..!''

III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

55. ' the objective of this last section is to highlight certain1 activities'thatvAfricah,countries should undertake

in order to minimize the adverse effects and- maximize the positive effects* of the-implementation of the agree
ments resulting from tHe Uruguay Round of multilateral tradenegotiations. These activities are subdivided, into

short-; medium- and long-term measures. ■■ ' ■ " • ' '•■'■■ -- 'v-r*... ■•..■;
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A. Short-term activities .-

56. It would appear that, in the short term, the Uruguay Round agreements will have a negative impact on

African economies, at any rate, in certain specific sectors that are of particular importance to African countries.

57. In the agricultural sector, for example, there is no doubting the fact.that Africa will be doubly hit by

the rise in prices of food import from the developed countries and the concomitant loss of export markets for

its commodities. These losses will be largely due to the fact that the production structures of African,econpmies ,

are not developed and flexible enough to adapt speedily to the new international trading environment. * Among'
other things, it will not be possible:for them to'benefit from the trade-created opportunities occasioned by the

liberalization of trade.-'* •■ " ■ •; , • . .• Vi,. <

58. In order to be able to minimize the adverse impact on its economy and to take advantage,of, the,(op.enings.

created by the new trading environment, each African country should conduct a preliminary evaluation of the

anticipated impact of the Uruguay-Round agreements on its economy,-Tp.be meaningful, this exercise should,

be conducted'by product and by sector. Some African countries like Nigeria and.Egypt are conducting such

an evaluation but the vast- majority of African countries have yet to, do so. -, .._■ . -::<S;r. ■ -..->; (i

59. Following the approach adopted by Egypt in conducting this evaluation, all the other countries should

involve national economic transactors representing the public sector, private sector operators, universities and

research institutions and professional associations, etc. This would make it possible to disseminate the substance

of the various agreements among a wide readership at the same time as,it.makes. for securing a degree pf.conces-

sions regarding the modalities of implementation. .<■■■. ■*..... f. ..-■. ..;,,-» - <

60. During the evaluation exercises, African countries should identify immediately (and as objectively as

possible) all the constraints they might have to contend with ;in the implementation of the agreement. This is

essential for two major reasons: first, the countries must be properly informed of the various obligations into

which they have entered in ratifying the Final Act so that they can adopt an appropriate strategy to meet those

obligations. Second, should African countries.fail to meet.all,their obligations.within the deadlines, stipulated

in the various agreements, they will find it relatively easier to renegotiate in good time .more flexible;conditions

for the implementation-o'f those agreements. <: ... .. , ■..

61. The immediate identification of constraints should also alert those countries and/or institutions which

will have to cooperate with Africa in the implementation of. the agreement about any, future assistance that will

be required. " ■" .■•■•• .-,■.:•■ v _, . t ■ ■ » .■-....■■.

62. ■ ' Africa should reject any attempt to bypass or to overlook.constraints to the implementation.oft the

Uruguay Round agreements as well as the negative impact that those agreements could have on its economies.

The African stand on this issue should be unequivocal.

63. On the one hand, African countries should adopt a positive view of the Uruguay Round agreements so

as to analyze all the prospects^ for-development of their commercial sector offered- under the Agreements.

Indeed, a sectoral analysis-of the Final Act of the Uruguay, Round, agreements, makes, ijt "possible to identify a

number of areas where developing countries in general and theLDGs "in particularwill. enjoy.rjrefe;rentiai;tre.at-
ment. Inventories of such conditions should be compiled before the necessary measures for taHing. advantage

of them can be formulated. It should also be underscored that a number of areas are still open to negotiation.

Indeed, with regard to the implementation of the agreements on services trade, TRIPs and TRIMs, the memoran

dum of Agreement on balance-of-payments support, African countries still have much latitude for negotiating
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the modalities' of implementation. What they must do' is to prepare themselves' better for: negotiation in order1'
to achieve the best results possible.

64 It is also advisable-thai African countries should explore'ptlier'possibilities for countering the adverse '
effects of the<Uruguay Round agreements on their economies. The Lome Convention, for example, allows for
amendment of its relevant provisions should multilateral trade negotiations iead to the loss of competitiveness- '
of ACP agricultural products on the European market, as can be seen in. Annex 27 of the Lome IV Convention'
and African countries happen to.be the majority in the ACP Group'. ' : "7" ,*' f t ''

65 Further'to Annex.27, Annex 29 states that the European Union is aware of the need to' ensure, in imple-;
mentation of the Convention's provisions; the competitiveness of ACP States when their advantages on the'-
European market are affected by measures relating to.the general Jiberalizatiori/of trade. Tlie European Union-

goes as far as to acknowledge that should the loss of competitiveness affecting the interest of'ACP States be '
brought to its attention, it would be prepared to consider, in cooperation.with ACP States, specific and appro

priate measures for safeguarding the interest of the ACP States concerned.

66 ' In practice, the European Union has.done, little to meet these" commitments'in recent cases where .loss^
of.competitiveness following the erosion of preferential margiiis 'failed>' be; accorded particular^ attention:'
Nevertheless, if the provisions of the Uruguay Round agreements so allow, it would be in the interest of African

members of the ACP Group, to.see the .extent to which they can eybke the two annexes. Thus, should the situa
tion arise, the; countries concerned should work in close collaboration with the ACP Group secretariat on draft
requests for compensation presenting' specific cases in which their export competitiveness on the. European
market is seriously affected by. the trade liberalization resulting from the Uruguay Round agreements. t It is
therefore up to each African member of the ACP Group to initiate the necessary" action for securing'benefits

from the provisions in the two annexes. . , ,-.->.,. ; , ...,,; ._., . ,-,.„,

67. ' Africa's; partners,,in this .case the developed countries, should acknowledge that the factors which led'
them to grant concessional treatment to developing countries in general and those of Africa in particular in their
trade relations have not changed.. Developing African countries still need'to'be granted concessions going"
beyond those provided for .hithe Final Act of the Uruguay.Round until such time as Africa can build competitive (
economies that can withstand the increased competition which will result from the Uruguay Round'agreements,^

68., More-assistance will always be needed duringOtusJiansitional,period to.help Africa achieve this level

of competitiveness. Such assistance would mainly take the form of training Africans who should, among other
things, help to.set up v.iable.economic structures and'build basic infrastructure'particularly in the'agriculture;
industry and.services sectors. Foreign.assistance should.also fpcus on strengthening Africa's capacity to fully'
exploit the trading opportunities that will arise from liberalization. This can done if Africa produces more and;
improves,its/marketing techniques.. Consequently, the Uruguay Round agreements should in no. way become^
a barrier to expanding the assistance of developed countries to, Africa. ,k ' . ■""" .., \ ] ^

69. On another level, it would be indispensable for those regional or multilateral development institutions

such:as ECA, OAU, ADB^ GATT, IMF and the World Bank to combine and coordinate their efforts to develop

a-plan of assistance to African .countries in trie transitional phase towards the implementation of the Uruguay

Round agreements. The purpose of such assistance would be to"help African countries "gain an/awareness'of
the importance of the texts which they have adopted so that they can implement them better. Such assistance
would include the conduct of subregional seminars to disseminate the substance of the agreements; assistance

to requesting countries in theinterpretatidn of the provisions of the agreements;-as well .as assistance to the
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countries which so need in conducting an assessment of the potential impact of the agreements on their
■ ■ '■ ' ■■> l ' ' ' l- ■ ' • ' ■■ ■ . ■ ' - ..-.■-. .

economies.

70.., - -, It would seem important to recall that the GATT negotiations are conducted by each contracting party

as an individual entity.' One of the most unfortunate situations observed is that African countries that were'

contracting parties.'of GATT were poorly represented during the Uruguay Round. In fact, most African coun-"

tries had no idea" what to negotiate and what to offer. The result was1 that, although general-concessions were

granted to the African countries, certain interests specific to each of the African contracting parties of GATT

could not be defended for lack of defenders. The African countries should therefore acknowledge this reality

and-do their.utmost to prepare themselves for future negotiations. As for those African countries which are not

yet contracting parties" of GATT, they should take the'necessary steps to join the World Trading Organizations

as. early as possible, given the advantages' that this forum for multilateral trade negotiations provides for the '

economically weak countries that most African countries happen to be." ->" ' .': :

B. Medium- and long-term action

71. . There is often a tendency to misunderstand the fact that if Africa happens to derive the least benefit from

the Uruguay Rbund agreements, this is especially because' of its weak capacity to respond to new opportunities.1

created by the emerging international trading environment. The production'structures in Africa'are archaic ando

the,production base is very narrow. The result is both a production and productivity problem which leads to'

that of uncompetitiveness. These factors partly explain why Africa has lost a substantial share of its traditional

marketjn recent years and.risks losing more if the situation does not improve. It is highly probable,.however;

that like other regions of the world," Africa could benefit, even if not to the same extent, from the Uruguay

Round agreements in the'medium and long terms if the bottlenecks were removed.

72. To remove these bottlenecks, much of the development effort of African countries should focus on the

reform of their production structures. It can never be overemphasized that Africa should widen its production

base through a vertical and horizontal diversification effort. Africa's production structures should be modernized

in order to produce"competitive goods. Without doing so, Africa will only be-still deeper mired 'in the crisis

in which it currently finds itself. As to the manner in which such action should be conducted, there is no doubt ■

that the African countries could learn from the conclusive experience accumulated both in Africa and in other-

developing regions.23 " ' "

73. It is obvious that embarking on this course of^ction requires a strategic and policy choice from most

African leaders. Indeed, leaders should seriously consider changing their economic policy to follow the path

of endogenous development. They must give priority to such policies as would strengthen supply and those

sectors considered essential for economic growth and"development. In this endeavour, Africa should count on

three essential factors: the accumulation of physical capital, the accumulation and improvement of the'quality

of human capital (and research development) and the mastery of technology. Better allocation of these factors

to the priority sectors would be an indispensable complement to these three elements. ' '

74. While Africa bears the prime responsibility for making this option of building an appropriate institutional

base and improving its overall economic environment through better economic management, the international

community as a whole, including Africa's trading partners, should play a-no less important role by providing

B The most cited example in Africa is that of Mauritius. As to the experience of other developing regions,

Africa could learn from the example of China and of the South-East Asian countries.
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the necessary assistance to make this economic policy shift a success. In relation to the Uruguay Round agree

ments, such assistance would, in certain cases, be conditional to the opening up "of the African market to foreign

enterprises. To illustrate what can be'-done in this,regard, it would be in keeping witrTthe provisions of the

Uruguay Round if an African country makes the opening of its market to a transnational corporation conditional

to the training of national staff or to the making of a minimum degree of investment in the infrastructural area
of the sector in which the corporation wants to operate.! !

75. One sector of capital importance to development which African countries must seriously, consider is the

agricultural sector. African countries should see (he extent to which this sector could make'a better contribution
to their development. This'analysis must be conducted within the new context of the Uruguay Round in which

African agricultural exports will be fetching less revenue whiie agricultural imports cost Africa more.

76. Indeed, African countries must consider whether they should continue to give priority to the production

of cash crops in spite of.the depressed market and,contimie to import food products at prices'which will be

growing substantially or whether they should changetheir strategy in favour of food production in order to make

sure that their people have food security. :Some countries like Nigeria have already opted for food self-suffi
ciency as the priority in their agricultural policy. With the new shift that the Uruguay Round is creating in the

agricultural sector of the African countries, it would be high time for them to think seriously about making an
informed choice in this matter.
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Table 1. Tropical Products: Impact of proposed EEC tariff reductions

on the export earnings of developing countries

(in $US millions)

(Estimates based on 1987-1988 statistical data)

-

Total

Africa ■ ■

America and .

Caribbean

Asia

South Asia .

ASEAN

Oceania ■-

ACP

Countries

Cote d'lvoire

Ghana

Kenya .'

Nigeria

Tanzania-

Bangladesh

India

Philippines

Coffee

115

-66

161

2

■ 23

4

15

-3

-67

-14

: 0
-6

0

: -4

0

4

2

Cocoa

' 33

-4

21

2

17

0

13

-0

-2

0

4

0

-2

0

0

0

0

Plants and flowers

21

-2

13

t

10

0

3

0

-1

-0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

Spices

6

-1

1

0

6

2

3

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

0

Total

174

-72

194

5

55

6

34

-3

-72

-15

4

-7

-2

0

0

5

2

Total (exportation in %)

0.0

-0.1

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.0

-0.1

-0.2

-0.5

0.4

-0.7

-0.0

-1.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

Source OCDE: "United Nations, Trade by. Commodities, 1990", quoted by Sheila Page, Michael Davenport and Adrian Hewitt in a report

of "Overseas Development Institute (ODI)" on: "The GATT Uruguay Round: Effects on developing countries", April 1992.
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Table 2. Average exports and imports of agricultural products. 1987-1988

(in $US millions)

LDCs (Total) .. .

Africa

North Africa

Sub-Saharan Africa

America

Asia

Oceania . . ■

ACP

African countries

Cdte d'lvoire

Ghana

Kenya

Mauritius

' -Nigeria

Tanzania

-Zimbabwe . ~ . . . .

LDCs (Total)'-

Africa

America '

Asia . *'

Oceania

Coffee

9295

2088

1

2087

5996

1075

■ - 137

2500

432

1

258

o-

3

99

. . .26

773

, .' 315

: 114

I ' ,343

2

• Cocoa Tea

Exports

2671

1670

0

1670

447

490

65

1815

796

406

0

-o

188

4

.0

1509

310

0

310

31

1161

6

315

o"
0

223

■ 7

0

14*

10."

Imports

221

8

10

204

0

mi

437,

21'.

651'

3

Spices

1284

137

25

112

194

949

4

131

6
-.0

0
..2-

0

"8

0

622

69

73

478

2

Fishery products

13874

1264

486

778

3451

9081

78

1297

112

28

9.

13

10

0"

. 0.

4138

795

445

2824

75

Tobacco

1471

476

1

■ -475

635-

360

o-

■ 525

0

'0

. . 2

■-' - * o
. -.o-

14

265

826

303

■ '28

490

5
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Table 2-:(cont'd)

Wheat. , ' Coarse grains • Rice Meat Sugar

Exports

LDCs (Total)

Africa

. North Africa ■ , ■ ■-

Sub-Saharan Africa

America

Caribbean " ■.

Asia

South Asia . ■

ASEAN

NICs

Other Asian countries

Oceania

ACP

African countries

Cdte d'lvoire " ;

Ghana

Kenya

Mauritius ■ ■

Nigeria

Tanzania

, Zimbabwe

672

1

1 ,

1.

391

15

280

29-

23

6

223

,0

16

0

0-

0

o'
0

0

0

1354

■ 171

,12

■■•:. 159

494

.. 0

688

0

186

1

I 501

0

159

- 0

0

25

.1

0

28

37

2117

27

24

3

137

0

1953

458

750

33

713

0

3

ooooooo

5001

533

19

514

2142

32

2322

87

349.

769

1118

4

550

0

0

2

0

0

1

44

7145

720

. . -. 1

. ■ ■. i 719

1108

.305

-608!

■ 9

.. ■ .451

97

51

. 145

1169

10

0

0

335

0

5

47
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Wheat Coarse grains Rice Meal Sugar

Imports

. LDCs (total)

Africa

America

Asia

Oceania

9295

3066

1331

. 4862

37

4089-

766

957

2361

6

2674

748

238

1632

56

6727

1544

1189

3798

196

3254

923

184

2134

14

Source : UNCTAD, 1990 Commodity Yearbook, quoted by Sheila Page, Michael Davenport and. Adrian Hewitt in a report of the "Overseas

Development Institute (ODI)" on "the GATT Uruguay Round: Effects on developing countries", April 1992.
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TabSe 3. Percentage share of natural resource based products in the

exports of individual African countries in 1988

Product

Fishing and fishery products

Forestry & forest products

Raw materials

Semi-fmished products

Finished products

Metals and non-ferrous minerals

Raw materials

Chemicals

Unworked metal

Worked metal

Finished products

Exporting country

Seychelles (86.8), Gambia (51.0), Namibia (45.5), Guinea Bissau (40.6), Sao Tome & Principe

(36.3), Senegal (33.3), Mozambique (25.8), Somalia (21.4), Cape Verde (17.9)f Madagascar

(16.4), Morocco (10.2)

. ' . ■.

Equatorial Guinea (60.8), Swaziland (11.2), Congo (10.0), Gabon (9.9), Cameroon (8.8), Guinea ,

Bissau (8.7), Liberia (7.2), Cote d'lvoire (3.6), CAR (2.8). Zaire (2.3)

Equatorial Guinea (13.5), Cote d'lvoire (10.4V Ghana (6.4), Cameroon (4.7), CAR (3.3); Congo

(2.8)

Morocco (0.3), Kenya (0.2), Cote d'lvoire (0.2).

Guinea (69.2), Sierra Leone (43.1), Gabon (9.4), Ghana (3.2), Madagascar (3.0), Namibia (2.8),

Congo (2.0), Morocco (1.7), Zaire (1.4)

Guinea (9.5), Kenya (0.7), Tunisia (0.6)

Zambia (92.9), Botswana (68.6), Zaire (47.1), Ghana (35.8), Cape Verde (25.5), Zimbabwe

(192), Cameroon (8.2), Tanzania (8.0)

Egypt (0.9), Zambia (0.7), Zaire (0.5)

Tunisia (1.8), Morocco (0.6), Senegal (0.4)
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..Table 3 (contM)-

Product

Petroleum & its .byproducts

Raw materials

Semi-finished products

Finished products

Fertilizers

Raw materials

Semi-finished products

Hides & skins

Raw materials

Iron, steel and their by

products . , ; ,_\ ■ . '( .

Raw materials

Serni-finished products

Finished products

Exportor

Nigeria (92.4)/Angola (87.9), Libyia '(80.2)'.Congo (72'6)7 Algeria (61.1),'Gabon (58.2), Egypt (58.2),
Cameroon (44.2), TunisiaJ(20.'6), Zaire.(U.l),'Benin (U.3), Niger (8.1), Tanzania (6.0), CAR (2.6),
Swaziland (2.0), Zimbabwe (1.4)

Niger..(87..2),.Namibia (16.7), Gabon (3.7)

Algeria (35,0), Namibia (21,3)r Libya(14.8), Egypt (8.5), Tunisia (3.5), Congo (2.5), Cote d'Ivoire(2.4),

Cameroon (2.3), Ghana (2.0), Morocco (1.8), Angola.(1.8), Nigeria (1.0)

Namibia (0.1), Egypt (0.01) , ...

Tunisia (8.0), Morocco (6.5), Burundi (1.1), Senegal (0.6) >

Burkina Faso (11.1), Ethiopia (8.1), Djibouti (7.3), Rwanda (6.3), Sudan (5.5), Mali (5.4), Somalia (5.2),

Uganda (5.1), Chad (3.8); Burundi (2.8), Tanzania (1.8)

■ p / . ' '■ ■■-,■■■''■-,* ■ * ■ .J
Mauritania (52.5), Liberia (13.5), Mozambique (4.3)," Morocco (0.4) • '

Mozambique (20.4), Zimbabwe (19.4), Egypt (1.8), Algeria (1.5)

Zimbabwe (1.3), Mozambique (0.6), Swaziland (0.5)

Source : Evaluation of the impact of proposed Uruguay Round Agreements on African countries, prepared by project "UNCTAD/UNDP African MTN

project (RAF/87/157)", December 1993.
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Table 4. Textiles and clothing: Share of textile and clothing exports

fas a percenta&e of total exports) affected bv the quota system of the Multi-Fibre Agreement

PMA (total)

Asia

America • . . ,

Africa

African countries

Cote d'lyoire

Kenya

Mauritous

Tanzania

Zimbabwe

Percentage share of textiles

and clothing in total exports.

14.2

17.8.

4.6

7.7

3.3

1.4

43.6

13.7

■11-.2

Percentage share of textile and

clothing exports (in total

exports) affecfed by the quota

system of the FMA

•5,7

7,1

;. ' •■-■• ■' 1,8

3,1

.' > ■ t-,-

■ 1,3,

0,6

17,5

5,5

4,5

Percentage variation of total exports following1
an increase of 25% and 50 %, ($US millions)

25% ■

(%) .

- 1,4

.1,8

1 0,5

0,8

' .i 0,3

o,r

4,4

1,4

1,1

".-50%
' (%)

2,9

3,6

0,9

1,5

, 0,7

' ' 0,3

'8,7

2,7

2,2

25%

(m$)

9980

8507

563

432

10

2

24

4

IV

50%

(m$)

, 19961

17013

1126

. 864

20

'3 ■

48-

9

22-

Source : United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, May 1991 and UNCTAD Handbook of International Trade and Development Statistics
1989 (published in 1990), and quoted by Sheila Page, Michael Davenport and Adrian Hewitt in a report of the Overseas Development
Institute (ODI) on "The GATT Uruguay Round: Effects on developing countries". April 1992. ...


